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Once the preservation of large companies with large budgets and specialized personnel, the tools for the actual execution of projects of all shapes and sizes are widely available. If you are an individual or a small business looking to keep track of a few projects, a billion-dollar company with a portfolio of
projects to match, or anything in between, it is now possible to find cloud-based project management tools designed with you in mind. Many have free plans with limited features to get you started, and almost all are based on a monthly subscription model. After that, there are almost as many pricing
options as there are different features, but most organizations will be able to find a tool that fits their budget. We have tracked the best project management tools available in the market today, regardless of the size of your team, project, or bank balance. Courtesy of Trello Buy on Trello.com Based on the
kanban card-based management system, Trello's simple interface and generous free level make it the ideal place for individuals and small teams to start with basic project management. Instead of traditional tools designed to manage resources and track progress towards a specific end date, Kanban-
based applications like Trello are more freely and flexible. You can manage both individual projects and ongoing workflows well, and plate and card metaphors are easy to understand. There is a lot of power under the hood, with cards capable of including images and attachments, hyperlinks, custom
drop-downs, due dates and more. Once you're done with a specific card or an entire dashboard, it can be archived to hide it from the daily view while it's still accessible if necessary in the future. The basic free level includes unlimited users, boards and cards, but has file size restrictions and only one
Power-Up (i.e. integration with other services) per board. Payment plans start at $9.99 per month, with less or no limitation. There are very limited reports built into Trello, and although third-party extensions add more options, you'll probably still need to look the other way if detailed reporting is an important
requirement. For everyone else, however, Trello is a great place to start with project management. It is available on the web, mobile, and desktop. Courtesy of Wrike Buy in Wrike.com If Trello's approach seems a little limited, but you don't have hours to devote yourself to learning and creating a complex
project management tool, it's time to check out Wrike. Standard project management features such as Gantt graphics, useful dashboards and a complete report suite are built, Getting underway on a small and medium project can be done quickly without learning the whole new and complicated system. A
time tracking tool is built, available to both the individual working on a particular task and who manages the project as a whole. Like those found in other project management tools, it is not a replacement for a time tracking system, but easily handles the most basic requirements. The interface is functional,
and while it might do with some visual updating, it's fine for work. The free plan is generous with the number of projects you can create – it's unlimited – but it has restrictions on the number of users and features available. Paid plans are a little more expensive than some of the competition, starting at
around $9.80/month per user, but open up all the software options. Wrike is available on the web, along with app versions for iOS and Android. Courtesy of BaseCamp Buy on Basecamp.com A veteran of the world of project management, Basecamp has been around for over a decade and built a large
and loyal customer base during this time. The software does much of its ability to replace several other paid monthly services, from Slack to Dropbox. While not always a complete replacement, the software takes many of the features of these tools and rolls them all into one system. Include scheduling
and calendars, real-time chat, private messaging, file storage, and more. A messy interface and powerful search tools make it easy to find the task, image, or message you're looking for, and a strong reporting suite lets you go as wide or deep as you need. Working with customers is well managed, with
email integration and the ability to share individual tasks and messages with people outside your organization. Notifications can be customized to your needs, such as locking them out of office hours. Basecamp's fixed prices of $99/month make it an attractive option for larger organizations, but small
teams may find better value elsewhere. There is no free plan, but the duration of the 30-day test is more generous than most. Web, desktop and mobile versions are available. Courtesy of Zoho Buy in Zoho.com Part of a wide suite of productivity tools from the same company, Zoho Projects has almost
every standard feature you would expect from a project management app, at a particularly affordable price. Tasks can be displayed in more traditional Kanban styles, with dependencies that can be set between each task. Tools such as problem management and workflows, gantt charts, and custom
reports mean that the tool can handle even relatively complex project requirements. There is also a strong integration with other services, both zoho's own suite of applications, as well as those of major players such as Google and Microsoft. Basic time tracking is built-in, and although it doesn't replace a
dedicated tracking tool, there are enough features included to make it useful. Contact other members of the project can be done through the built-in chat application, which saves you from jumping to external tools such as email or Slack. The free level is limited to three users, with only 10MB of storage
and two projects. It's enough for small projects or having a feel for the software, though, and all paid plans are available in a 10-day trial. Other plans that allow more more projects, and more startup storage go from $3 per user to $6 per user. Both web and mobile versions of Zoho Projects are available.
Courtesy of LiquidPlanner Buy on Liquidplanner.com LiquidPlanner is one of those pieces of software that tries to be many things to many people, and unlike most others with such great ambitions, it is generally successful. In addition to being a powerful way to run traditional projects, with all the features
you'd expect, LiquidPlanner works anyway, as well as a helpdesk-style problem tracker and a general resource management tool. Strong reports are built, along with integration with major cloud storage providers. There is also Zapier support, so you can build your own automated connections with other
business tools as needed. Unique pieces of work can be assigned to any user or group, and the impact of this additional work on the people who perform it is automatically taken into account when estimating project deliveries. With additional features comes extra complexity, of course, and while
LiquidPlanner does a good job of explaining some of its most challenging aspects and then getting out of the way, it still requires greater investment in time to establish, learn and master than many of its competitors. For this reason – not to mention the cost – is more suitable for larger teams and
organizations than small, ad hoc groups. LiquidPlanner does not offer a free level, although several plans can be tested for two weeks. Plans start at $45/month per user, with a minimum of five users, and go up from there. Courtesy of Microsoft Project Buy on Office.com Microsoft Project has been
around for over 30 years in one form or another, and remains the preferred tool of many experienced project managers. With its higher prices and pronounced learning curve, it is very aimed at those responsible for very large and complex projects, who have the experience, time and budget to make the
most of this complete tool. The project looks and feels like other Microsoft Office applications, but with few tutorials or tips, it can be daunting for newcomers to the project management space. Trained professionals, however, will appreciate the extremely granular detail available for each task and
resource, whether that specific person, paper, physical material, or something else. The reports are equally powerful, with pre-built and customizable reports that can be quickly exported to Microsoft Powerpoint for these inevitable management summaries. However, integration with non-Microsoft tools is
limited. Ms Project can be addressed on an existing Office 365 subscription, at a couple of different price points, or purchased as a software that will be installed on a single computer. Features differ between versions, but subscription prices for professional start at $30/month per user. Courtesy of
Teamwork Buy on Teamwork.com If you've ever been baffled by the sheer complexity of using a full-filled project management system, it's fine Despite its full feature set, the app interface is simple and easy to use, doing a good job of floating useful information without releasing endless lists and complex
letters to its users. Tasks can be viewed as kanban boards or traditional lists, and sensible menu options help avoid the need to dig through multiple screens to find the detail you need. As with many other similar tools, Teamwork Projects allows you to automate various actions, both within the application
itself and using external tools and services. These types of integrations can be a real-time saving, although you will have to devote some effort to the initial configuration. The company offers several pricing options, from the limited free level that allows only two projects and has limited storage space, to a
high-end enterprise version. Most smaller equipment will go through the $10/month plan for 5 users because it includes unlimited users and 100GB of storage space, with additional users costing $10/month each. Mobile apps are available for iOS and Android, along with standard web viewing. Project
management software tools allow teams, small businesses and individuals to track projects at all stages. These software tools can be used to work collaboratively and remotely on a project, add notes and deadlines, track progress, and make updates. Some software tools include email search and
integration features, as well as organizational tips. Project management software tools are used by: Work teamsAll business ownersIndividuals who manage multiple projects Sales workers Commercial teamsContractors and construction workers Project management software tools vary from basic
versions to more complex versions with integrated integration and search functions. There are free versions and paid versions, and some software tools offer monthly paid subscriptions. Expect to pay $10 to $99 per month depending on how many users you have and what specific features you need.
Project management tools can be especially useful in a remote computer or work environment. They let several people work together in one place and collaborate, take notes and meet deadlines. If you're just getting started and want to try the software, it's a good idea to try a free version. However, if you
are a large company or have multiple team members, it is usually worth the cost of paying for project management software and doing the job. We have researched and selected the best project management software tools according to the which offer, as can be used by various users, and their
capabilities, functions and prices of the device, among other considerations. Considerations. Considerations.
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